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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we determine the automorphism group of the Lie algebra of an 
almost-simple group G over an algebraically closed field k. We call such Lie 
algebras almost-classical, since they resemble the classical Lie algebras of W.H. 
Mills and G.B. Seligman [4]. The results of this paper generalize those of R. 
Steinberg for classical Lie algebras [5]. The step from a classical to the corres- 
ponding almost-classical Lie algebras is not difficult in most cases; however, 
Steinberg did not consider some low characteristic cases. 
We shall sketch the proof for one type, viz. DZ1 in characteristic 2. For the 
complete proofs, the reader is referred to the author’s Utrecht dissertation [2]. 
This paper continues a previous paper [3], in which we dealt with the struc- 
ture of the almost-classical Lie algebras themselves. We keep the notation of 
that paper. 
0 1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper we assume Z irreducible, so G is almost-simple and g= t(G) is 
almost-classical. 
(1 .l) DEFINITION. Let e be universal of type X,. Then f = i/&j) is called the 
classical Lie algebra of type XI. 
REMARK. This definition is exactly the same as Steinberg’s, but Steinberg 
excluded some types of characteristic 2 and 3. 
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In the following G, G, G and tj, g, Q and f always denote groups and algebras 
belonging to the same root system Z. 
Looking at the natural isogeny d + G one sees immediately that f = [& e]. In 
view of this we can define morphisms 
K : Aut 4 + Aut f (projection) 
Q : Aut fi + Aut f (restriction) 
in a natural way. The proof of the following proposition is rather straight- 
forward: 
(1.2) PROPOSITION 
a) Exclude the types A r , Bz and Cl if p = 2. Then a is injective, and it is a closed 
immersion (in the sense of algebraic geometry). 
b) Exclude type A i if p = 2. Then Q is injective, and it is a closed immersion. 
The following definition and results come from [5]. 
(1.3) DEFINITION. A subset 
of ljz + e which spans ljz + e as a linear space is called a standard set of genera- 
tors of bs+ e, abbreviated as ssg, if the following hold: 
1) the subspace lj’ spanned by the j,, Q ~2, is maximal toral subalgebra of 
ljz + e; sometimes we say that lj’ is (the maximal torus) defined by S’; 
2) multiplication rules between the f,, j, are the same as between the e,, h,; 
3) addition rules between the j, are the same as between the h,. 
Clearly, the set of Chevalley generators {e,, h, ( a E Z} forms an ssg; we shall 
always denote this set by S. Standard sets of generators play an important role 
in the determination of Aut g. 
(1.4) In a natural way, each re Aut Z induces automorphisms of 6, Q and f, 
mapping e, on e,,. We shall consider Aut Z as a subgroup of Aut & Aut g and 
Aut f. In particular, this will be done for Aut 9 c Aut Z: 
(1.5) LEMMA. Let dx and f# be the universal and classical Lie algebra with 
root system Z# of one of the types Gz, Cs, F4, C,(1~4) in characteristic 3,2, 2 
or 2, respectively. Denote subsets of i# by a #. Then 
is the classical Lie algebra of type AZ, As, D4 or D/(/24), respectively. More- 
over, f is an ideal in f# invariant under Aut fa, and the natural restriction mor- 
phism Aut f#+Aut f is injective. In particular Aut f z G#, the adjoint group of 
type P. 
The next proposition tells us that the inclusion stated in the last sentence is, in 
fact, an equality. 
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(1.6) PROPOSITION. Assume that P is classical of type AZ with p = 3, or of type 
A3,D40fD1(I~5)withp=2.Then 
Autf=G#, 
the adjoint group of type Gz, Cs, Fb or CI(I L 5), respectively. 
52. THEAUTOMORPHISMGROUPS 
Now we give a complete enumeration of the automorphism groups of classi- 
cal and almost-classical Lie algebras. 
R. Steinberg, [5], determined the automorphism groups of the classical Lie 
algebras, excluding type G2 if p = 3 and type Al and all types with two root 
lengths if p = 2. So our results are an extension in two directions: to the almost- 
classical Lie algebras and to the types excluded in [5]. Part of these extensions is 
simple. Most work had to be done for the types D2,, B, and C, in characteristic 
2. In the next section we sketch the proof for the type D2,; for the other types 
we refer to [2]. 
At one point the result given here differs from the one in [2], viz. for type 
Bl(l 2 2) in characteristic 2 for the adjoint and classical algebra. The result given 
in [2] for this case is correct as an abstract group, but not as an algebraic group. 
We shall first state the theorem; then we shall sketch the correction for type B,. 
(2.1) THEOREM. The automorphism groups for the classical and almost- 
classical Lie algebras are as stated in Table 1. 
Q denotes an intermediate Lie algebra; >Q denotes a semi-direct product, the 
subgroup on the left-hand side being normal. 
(2.2) REMARK. The fact that the automorphism groups listed in Table 1 have 
the right structure of algebraic groups follows in most cases from (1.2) or is evi- 
dent. The only non-trivial cases are B, ifp=2 (see below), and those where a big- 
ger Chevalley group (G#, G##) appears. Remember, however, that these bigger 
Chevalley groups came in via injective restriction morphisms Aut IX + Aut f, 
see (1.5). 
(2.3) TYPE El. Let p = 2. Since Aut f z Aut g, see [2], (16.25), we can restrict 
ourselves to the classical algebra. 
We keep notations of [2] 0 16. In particular we have subgroups X, D z k* and 
K 1 (k+)2’ in Aut f . Z* denotes the dual root system of 2. 
In a natural way one defines a Chevalley group G * belonging to Z* acting on 
I: foraoC$=ZLonehasx,(t)EGL; fora=2eioZionehas 
&r(f) I&= :, ; ( > 
Xa(t) IRj=I(jti); Xa(t) Il)=I, 
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so x,(t) EX for a long. In fact we have the universal group d *, as becomes 
clear if one looks at the projection 
Aut f+Aut(f/es)=G* 
and sees what happens with elements of the maximal torus H*. 
A straightforward computation shows that any v, taut f uniquely decom- 
poses as v, = gc@, with g E G’ *, pd E D and 0, E K. Then communication rules 
show 
Autf=(G*xD) txK 
as abstract groups. Call 
InvL=(a,EAutf (&h+eJ=h+eL}. 
Table 1 
c 
Al 
AZ 
4 
AI, lr4 
B,, lr3 
B2 
Cl, 123 
D21+1,lr2 
04 
Dzr, 12 3 
G2 
all other cases 
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P 
2 
3 
2 
Plu+ 1) 
P21u+l) 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
automorphism group 
GI2(k) # (k+)2 
Glz(k) K (k+)2 
GMk) 
GMAut 9 
GX 
GNAut 9 
G’xk* 
G# 
GMAut 9 
(GMAutg)xk* 
e 
Invr k (k+)2’ 
G k (k+)4 
Invr k (k+)4 
G #(k+)2’ 
c 
GMAut 9 
G’xk* 
G# 
GMAut 9 
G#xk+ 
GXX 
GHAut9 
G*xk+ 
Gxk+ 
G# 
GX 
GHAut 9 
type of W, 
G#X. 
remarks 
G2 
C3 
c3 
see (2.3) 
see (2.3) 
c2/+1 
c21+1 
c4 
Fq 
C2r 
c21 
G 
Then it is easily seen that 
InvL = (? * x D as abstract groups 
Aut f = InvL K K as algebraic groups. 
To understand the algebraic structure of InvL, we write out explicitly the action 
of D and of the maximal torus A* of c *: D consists of the elements q.rd, de k*, 
acting as follows: 
pd(es =dr 
vdIeL=I 
%I$ =I. 
A typical element of A* can be written as x(11, . . . . A,), Li E k*, which acts as 
follows: 
eci - Lieci; e-Ei - Af’e-,i; 
hHh(hEf)). 
Turning to the Lie algebra level, a typical element of I@*) acts as 
ekEi- G*ei 
So, taking I = A1 = AZ = ..a I,, I@*) contains the morphisms 
hi - hEi 
eicifcj~efei+~j* 
These morphisms form exactly the Lie algebra of D. So l(D) c I&!*); more 
precisely one has I(D) = I(z(e *)). To put it in a more abstract way, the algebraic 
structure of InvL is determined by the htl-isogeny w: 
with Ker dy/ s a(l(c’*xD))=a(fi*)@I(D), such that 
~(l(c”* x D))/Ker dtya a(l(InvL)). 
53. THE TYPE Dz, 
In this section we shall sketch the proof for type Dz/ in characteristic 2. 
Throughout this section Z, Z# and Z ## denote root systems of type D2,, C2, 
and F4, respectively. We write 
2 =2T~={*&;+&j 1 Ili<jll} 
CL#={+2&iIllill} 
RQ= (et;+q, eci-cj, e-ci+Ejv e-ei--Ej) C e. 
If 123, e decomposes relative to hz in the weight spaces Rc. In case D4 the 
weight spaces are Rlz + RJ4, RI3 + RN and R14+ Rzs (recall that the characteris- 
tic is 2). 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let S' = {f,, j, I a E 2’) be an ssg of 6 that defines 6. Then there 
is an r E Aut Z such that j rCa) = h,, j&) = c,e, for all a E Z, where c, E k* and 
c,c-, = 1. 
The proof is a direct computation, making use of the weight spaces R,. 
(3.2) REMARK. Let 9EAut Q such that 9(G)= 6. Let S be as usual, and 
S’= 9(S). Since S c [fi, Q] also S'C [Q, Q] = k, so we can consider S and S’ as ssg’s 
of t. The analogon of (3.1) holds, see [5]. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION 
Aut g=Aut g=G>aAut 9. 
PROOF. Because of (3.1) and (3.2) we can follow the proof given in [5] and 
find for each 9 E Aut fi or Aut fi an x E G and an i E Aut 9 such that 9 Is = xi Is. 
Then we consider tj and Q separately. In 6, S is an ssg, so 9=xi. On the other 
hand, in Q, S is an ssg of [& Q], so weget 91~B11=xil~g,61; now (1.2) shows 9 =xi. 
Now we have to deal with the intermediate algebras. 
(3.4) We have 
h,Wa(e)= [Q,Ql=f. 
Hence, there are natural morphisms 
AutgAAut[g,g]AAutf. 
r is injective, which is shown in the same way as (1.2). Identify Aut [Q, g] with its 
image in Aut f, then (1.6) gives 
Aut gAAut[g, g] C G# or G##, 
if 113 or I = 2, respectively. 
(3.5) LEMMA. 
Ker o= k+. 
This is easily seen, if one chooses a basis x1, . . . . xzI of h such that 
10, el= e + i#2 kxis 
a(e) = kxz. 
See [3] for the details. 
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There are two kinds of intermediate Lie algebras of type Dzr: the orthogonal 
kind and the half spin kind, marked with 8 and Y, respectively. See [3], in par- 
ticular the last part of 0 1; we keep notations from there. We confine ourselves 
to the orthogonal kind; for the other kind the reader is referred to [2]. 
(3.6) We identify gc with e& + lj& = e& + 6; c g:. We have 
So we can identify 
go = ef + lj” = [Q”, 6’1 a fix. 
Moreover, it is easily checked that 
ha9 b,l = es” + 4: a 6’. 
These identifications, together with (3.4) and (1.5), imply the following diagram: 
G# c Aut QX - Aut g, 0. Aut [g,, g,] 
= 
I- I 
II’ 0 1 T 
G# = Aut f# cp> Aut f 
(3.7) LEMMA. 
Aut h,, g, I= es. 
PROOF. The commutativity of diagram (3.6) implies in Aut f: 
G# = Aut fx 5 r(Aut [g,, g,]). 
If Z is of type D2, with 12 3, then Aut f = GX and this proves the result. So let Z 
be of type D+ Then (1.8) and the last equation give 
G# s Aut [g,, g,] C Gx#. 
We shall prove the following statement (*): 
(*) Let S’=(f,,j,la~E} be an ssg of [g,,g,] defining lj,r. Then there is a 
g E G# such that g(e,) = f, and g(h,) =j, for all (r E Z. 
For any a, f, is a weight vector, so in a weight space. Suppose, e.g., 
f,=x+y with XE R12, YE R3,+ 
If both x+0 and y#O then 
dim([f,, [e,, e,ll n bd = dim(&,+,,+ ok,+,,) = 2, 
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contradicting the definition of an ssg. So each f, E R, for some i, j. Some com- 
putation shows that, for fixed m and n, the four weight vectors f,,,,,.,,, are in 
the same Rii. Then the situation is the same as for a classical Lie algebra of type 
Q(lr5), and (*) is proved as in [5]. For details, see [2], (15.11). 
Now we can follow the method of R. Steinberg, [5], to obtain the lemma. 
(3.8) PROPOSITION. 
Aut ga = G# x k+. 
PROOF. From (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) it is seen that 
Autga=G#txKera=G#o<k+. 
A simple computation shows that this product is direct. 
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